This article denes a complement of a function and conditions for existence of such a complement function and presents few algorithms to construct a complement.
2 Example of a complement function (when the domain and range are innite)
Consider an innite set of positive integers = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5...} .Let us say we create a subset of even integers out of it = {2, 4, 6, 8, ...}. This set of even numbers can be generated by using the function f (x) = 2x, x=0,1,2,3... A complement of this set is innite set of odd numbers and they can be generated using g(x) = 2x+1 , x=0,1,2,3,4,... So we dene g(x) = 2x + 1 to be a complement function of f (x) = 2x over the set of integers.
Similarly for the function f (x, y) = xy, a complement function (ignoring trivial factors 1 and n) is over the set of all primes. Thus nding a complement g of f(x,y) amounts to nding distribution of primes i.e g shows a pattern in primes.This was a question posted in google group sci.math (http : //groups.google.com/group/sci.math/browse_thread/thread /46ab0335ce9205d9/f 3c67ee19926e02e) 3 Existence of a complement when domain and range are nite 3 .1 Denitions 1. Let U be a universe of n-bit integers of size 2 n integers 2. Function f n is dened over the domain of a-bit integers and range U of n bit integers -f:{0, 1} a -{0, 1} n for a > 0 and n > 0 3. Function g n is dened over the domain of b-bit integers and range U of n bit integers -g:{0, 1}
7. The subscript n for the functions f and g denotes the niteness of the size of input and output.
Conditions for existence of a complement
For a complement to exist the universe U -the range of functions f n and g nmust be partitioned by the functions f n and g n . Due to this, if .Since
Algorithm for complement construction
Input to a complement construction algorithm is the function f n and the output is a complement function g n of f n .(Univariate function (polynomial) has been assumed. This can be generalized to multivariate polynomials.). Algorithm comprises of 3 high-level steps. From the function f n we can get the set T = {f n (i)/0 ≤ i ≤ 2 a − 1}.From this the set S = U \ T can be constructed.
STEP 2-Construction of mapping
Before we construct a function representation, a mapping has to be established between a set P = {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 2 b − 1} and the set S. This mapping is a lookup table which imposes an ordering on the set S. We have that |S| = 2 n − |T |.
For a valid function to exist, we must have 2 b ≥ 2 n − |T | (since for a valid function, domain must be greater than or equal in size to range) and hence we have to choose b such that b ≥ log 2 (2 n − |T |). Number of possible mappings(and hence functions) between P and S is (|S|) |P | . But this includes mappings which are not onto also. To cover set S, we have to choose one onto mapping to extract a complement function out of various possible complement functions. One such mapping is done as follows
(a) If set S is not empty, choose uniformly at random, an element e from set S and map it to i and add to the lookup table as < Key : V alue > pair < i : e >. Remove element e from the set S. This implies g n (i) = e where g n is a complement to be constructed. (b) else if the set S is empty, map the rst element in the ordering g n (0) to i by adding < i :
The above mapping procedure selects one mapping out of |S|! onto mappings (since after adding each element to lookup table, number of possible candidates reduces by 1 element from previous iteration). Many other ways of mapping are possible dierent from the procedure above. Each one of these mapping procedures result in dierent complement function. Once we have the mapping constructed as in previous step, we can either apply 1) polynomial interpolation (or) 2) Arithmetization using simple replacement of boolean expressions with arithmetic expressions (or) by fourier polynomials 3) or by applying lambda calculus to get the function representation for a complement.These 3 algorithms for construction of complement function from mapping are explained in detail next.
Algorithm 1 -By polynomial interpolation 1. Since we have been given with a mapping from previous step between
, and y i S, we can apply polynomial interpolation theorem which states that given x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , ..., x n , y n with
of degree less than or equal to n-1, such that p (n) (x i ) = y i . The recurrence for building the polynomial is as follows:
where q 
Construct
For example clause for a binary string 001010 with r=6 will be (¬s 6 ∩ ¬s 5 ∩ s 4 ∩ ¬s 3 ∩ s 2 ∩ ¬s 1 ).The bits of M apping(g n )(x) will be hard-coded in the formula above from mapping already constructed. function g n (s b , s b−1 , ...s 3 , s 2 , s 1 ) thus has been constructed by applying fourier representation (g n (x) is a polynomial in the bit positions of x (s b , s b−1 , ...s 3 , s 2 , s 1 )) Algorithm 3 -applying Lambda Calculus: 1. Obtaining g n (x) given x, suces for showing the existence complement. First we develop an iterative procedure for returning g n (x) if x is given as follows:
2. Procedure GetGofX(x):
C. { D. if(z equals x) add the entry < x : u > to mapping table to signify g n (x) = u and return u as g n (x) E. else add the entry < z : u > to mapping table to signify g n (z) = u and set u:=u+1 F. } G. else break (f) if(u ≥ 2 n ) then add the entry < x : g n (0) > to mapping table to signify g n (x) = g n (0) and return g n (0) as g n (x) by looking up mapping table for key 0 3. Correctness of the above procedure can be proved since we are guaranteed 5. Now that we have an iterative procedure for g n (x), we can convert this into lambda expression by replacing loops with a xed point combinator from lambda calculus. The equals() relation above is bitwise equivalence represented by literals for each bit. This lambda expression can again be converted to a standard logical formula(for example a boolean formula) in terms of bit positions. 6. The subscript n for the functions f and g has been removed compared to previous section.
Decidability of complementation
To nd an algorithm which would give a complement function g, given input function f.There are two cases to consider:
1. L(f ) is not recursive but recursively enumerable. 2. return "y is not in L(f )" L(f ) is recursively enumerable since TM Q, outputs yes if a string y is in L(f ) (y = f (x) for some x) but loops when y is not in L(f ). But L(f ) is not recursive since TM Q does not halt on all inputs. From denitions above we have complement of L(f ) = L(g). [Question of if Q outputs yes/no for any y is equivalent to asking if Q halts on any input. Reduction is dened as :
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